
SGA Meeting Minutes
3/24/2021

Attending:  Co-President Allison Shelly, Co-President Justice Allen, Vice President Theo Yoder,
Treasurer Hannah Nichols, VP of Marketing Asha Beck, Secretary Liz Hoffman, Student Life

Rep. Rachel Roth Sawatsky, Student Life Rep. Shannon Dycus, Faculty Rep. Kevin Seidel, Isaac
Andreas, Ani Beitzel, Shannon Cooper, Zander France, Phillip Krabill, Coleman Maxwell, Brad

Mullet, Molly Piwonka, Sophia Sherrill, Fatimah Subhi, Avery Trinh
Absent: Amy Springer Hartsell, Akiel Baker, Cindi Boyer

1. Call to Order at 8:02 pm
2. Roll Call and Check-In
3. Approval of minutes from 3/17/2021

a. Isaac motioned to approve the minutes, and Hannah seconded.

Approved: Everyone
Abstaining: 0
Opposed: 0
Motion passes and minutes approved.

4. Announcements
a. The LBTQ+ meeting went really well; thanks to the Diversity, Equity and

Inclusion committee for hosting!

5. Old Business
a. Don’t forget to turn in platforms for executive positions, and to recruit other

leaders on campus!

6. New Business
a. Guest Speaker: Sue Cockely, Academic Accountability Policy

i. Sue said the policy was originally called Academic Integrity, and it used to
be for when students hand in work that is not their own or students
cheating on tests. She said there have been many faculty unhappy with the
policy because a lot of the violations were not understanding how to
paraphrase or how to do citations; they wanted to revise the policy to
focus more about learning rather than punishment, and base it off of
restorative justice ideas

ii. Isaac said he skimmed over the document, and the highlighted parts only
seemed like pretty small changes

iii. Sue said the highlighted parts were just the most recent changes, and it
actually is a lot different than the original. She added that they are trying
to make a difference between little mistakes and actual plagiarism. She
explained that the Professor reports an incident, and they meet with the
student to figure out if it was an honest mistake, and there is more
instruction needed, or if the student has to redo the assignment or possibly
get an F in the class; the AAR is the director of the academic success
center, and is involved in all the meetings as a third party who’s helping



the process. Sue concluded saying the new policy focuses more on what
the student did wrong, and how they can learn from it

iv. Justice said he really liked the process with the AAR, and giving the
student a chance to fight it if they were falsely accused. He also added
how he likes not including a zero on the assignment in question until it’s
figured out

v. Sue asked how people felt about the emphasis of paraphrasing and
citations and why it's important

vi. Hannah said that last semester she was taking a class where the professor
mentioned that APA style had changed, but she had not been made aware,
and when it was time to turn in the final paper, the professor made
everyone go back and use the updated APA citations. She then asked what
would be advised if there was another update, or if there is something
students should be checking to know if changes were made

vii. Sue said she knows that Vi Dutcher works with the company that prints
the spiral bound book given during College Writing, and it’s updated
every year with the correct styles, but if it changes she suggested the best
thing to do is to talk to the professor and show the book they were given,
and hopes the professor would correct it. She said another option would be
to check with the writing program director for the most updated version

viii. Justice said he spoke with a couple students about this and he had a great
College Writing professor who gave him a great understanding of citation,
and some students did not have that, and they still struggle a lot with
citations. He then asked if there is some way to have a crash course video
to look back on when confused

ix. Sue said one suggestion she got would be to have a pre-recorded lecture
about citations and paraphrasing to go to when you’re wondering about it

x. Kevin said using an old version is something the teacher can bring up and
correct, but it's not something that will trigger the policy

xi. Sue added it's not always intentional, and sometimes the student doesn’t
know if they should cite something or not. Sue added the reason why we
focus on citations so much is because we need to encourage people to
share their ideas, so we can build on them, and they need to know their
ideas will be reproduced accurately, and they will be given credit for their
work

xii. Sophia asked if there have been professors with inconsistent rules. She
said in College Writing she used APA, but in other classes she didn’t, so
she thinks a crash course for each style would be very helpful. She then
asked if there is any discussion about standardizing a certain style and
having it be required for professors to use the same style

xiii. Sue said she hates the idea of forcing professors to do things, but she said
it really depends on your academic area or profession which citation style
to use

xiv. Kevin added that these styles are constantly being updated, and he even
has to look at OWL to get the details, so when taking a class when a



professor is making you use a certain style the best thing to do is to keep
the learning style going

xv. Kevin then said a lot of anxiety about writing is focused on APA and
citations, and it’s important to remember the goal of writing a paper is to
build on other people’s ideas, and what he likes about the integrity policy
is they get to have the conversation about what went wrong; he likes
having an AAR as a third party, as well as having the problem filed to
know if a student has had history in plagiarism

xvi. Allison said she is curious about the order of going to the AAR then going
to the student, and if they thought about asking the student then going to
the AAR

xvii. Sue said that initial stage was not in their first draft, and they began to
realize there are a lot of things that aren’t as they seem, and when most
professors realize something might be going on, they first go to other
colleagues to see if they see it too to avoid bias, and to avoid going
through the whole process is why they put it in that order

xviii. Shannon C said for her, Chicago style is everything, and she has found
herself talking with many students about being anxious, and what’s the
leniency with the professor should they get it wrong; she added how she
likes the use of restorative justice, so the professor can help show what’s
wrong

xix. Sue said even if they’re using the wrong style, they're still making an
attempt to cite it, and that part is still important

xx. Rachel said she had the experience of getting plagiarized. She said she’s in
the process of getting a doctorate, and in a group she was in, there was a
student who wasn’t really participating, and when he did it wasn’t that
great quality, while she was trying her best. She said one time they were
supposed to give each other feedback, and she opened his paper, and she
realized it was word for word her work, but she wished there was
something like this, so she could confront him and explain to him how
what he did mattered to her personally. She then asked if a student
plagiarized another student, if the policy would allow a facilitated
conversation between the two students

xxi. Sue said that's not in the policy, but the professor is supposed to create an
action plan that should take place, and that could be a possibility

xxii. Sue the concluded saying they are presenting the new policy to the board
on April 20, so if anyone has more comments, they should add them to the
document a bit before then

b. Guest Speaker: Philip and Shannon, bookstore space
i. Shannon D started off saying EMU is ending their contract with the

current bookstore and have started a new contract with another bookstore
that’s virtual, so the space where the current bookstore is will not be used

ii. Shannon D then said their idea is to create a student union space where
social education and leadership interactions can occur to create positive
connections for students; it would be an inclusive space with strong visual
representations of the EMU brand, openness of space and lighting that



communicates welcome, there would be extended hours that facilitate use
for students, gender-neutral bathroom, tech-enabled enclosed meeting
spaces, and flexible configuration of furniture

iii. Shannon D added they realize Common Grounds parallels with these
functions, but they are considering moving it to the student union space

iv. Philip then shared he is the facilities manager at EMU, and some features
of space would be 3 closed meeting rooms, accommodable to 100+
students, and have a coffee shop atmosphere. The ceiling would have
skylights, so it would be bright during the day, and led lights/other lighting
for when it’s dark. He added they are looking at a flexible space, and are
envisioning a fifteen foot screen for power points and possible movies; the
possibilities are really endless

v. Philip said they would also refurbish the royals den; they would
modernize it, and add a community table to it. He added another idea is to
put a space outside of student life with ping pong tables or other things,
and add a door outside of the student life suite to the conference room, so
students could access it after student life closes.

vi. Philip added to keep in mind this is all on paper and nothing has been
decided concretely

vii. Isaac said he likes the ideas of tables, and suggested adding circle tables
because it’s easier for people to talk in one big group. One things he’s
hesitant on though is that he thinks a friend group could go there every
night and lay a sort of claim to the space

viii. Philip said that is the opposite of what they want, and they want it to be as
inclusive as possible

ix. Isaac then asked what they mean by student union, and what is the
difference between that and a big group of friends or a leadership group
like SGA

x. Shannon D said they are using that phrase to point to a space not like a
specific entity like SGA that has connection to leadership

xi. Asha pointed out that she likes the thoughts on the circular tables, loved
the intention of the space and putting it in the design, and appreciates the
honesty in change of ambience for common grounds. She then asked if
there are nook like spaces that would mimic energy of common grounds

xii. Philip said in the evening it would more imitate the vibes, but during the
day it would be more like starbucks; he summed it up by saying
“starbucks by day, common grounds by night”

xiii. Asha said she definitely thrives in space with a lot of people and energy, as
well as a more quiet place for studying, then asked if there is a place for a
stage

xiv. Philip said EMU has a portable stage system that was used in the past, but
yes, it would be available in a storage room, so if it’s needed it could be
set up

xv. Hannah asked what the current common grounds place would become, as
well as what would happen to the gallery space



xvi. Philip said he really does not know, and they have not crossed that bridge
yet; he added that there have been some suggestions that it should remain
a coffee shop placem, but has not really heard any other proposed uses for
it

xvii. Hannah said she would be interested in what two coffee shops would look
like, or if there would be another interesting use of it

xviii. Isaac said another thought he had to make the space more inclusive would
be giving specific access to bulletin boards for different clubs, or having
whiteboards specified for homework, and have a specific place for news
so people can check out. He also added that there is a group of people
making a flight simulator, and they’re looking for a space to put it if that's
something Philip could see somewhere

xix. Philip said they talked about making an entire wall a drawable wall space
like in the science center

xx. Coleman said for common grounds he always imagined a movie theatre
space for students could reserve; he also thought of a bowling alley which
is more unlikely but it was just an idea

xxi. Shannon D said she loved that idea and she’s taking notes on everything,
and they’ll keep giving updates as decisions are made

xxii. Coleman added that he thought of another idea; he said he really enjoys
paint nights, and an area dedicated public art would be phenomenal, like a
room full of canvases you could come in and paint

xxiii. Philip concluded by saying his email is philip.e.martin@emu.edu and he
would love to hear from anyone that has input

7. Open Floor
a. Allison said they’re working with APISA to support students affected by the

discrimination of Asian Americans, and are potentially putting out a statement
from SGA

b. Isaac said yesterday he got to meet with the board of trustees, and he brought up
the topic of alcohol. He said the board was somewhat supportive, and they
compared it to the hiring policy change and how they lost some donors, but gained
others, but EMU stayed afloat, so he thought that was hopeful to hear

c. Shannon Cnadded that it was something the board was already thinking about as
providing incentives for seniors to stay on campus

d. Justice wanted to give a shout out to the Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
committee for hosting the LGBTQ+ meeting

e. Allison wanted to give another shoutout to Molly and the marketing committee for
getting all the positivity boards on campus

f. Ani wanted to bring up how many students have come up to her saying their
motivation is at an all time low, and they really need an extended break

g. Allison asked how can we encourage people to use the three day weekend coming
up as a break

mailto:philip.e.martin@emu.edu


h. Coleman said when a pause day is mentioned to teachers he doesn’t think it's being
consistently shared with teachers, as some teachers use it as a day to give their
students work

i. Shannon said he could always reach out to Zach Yoder if he feels teachers aren’t
complying, as he has always been helpful in that area

j. Sophia said she found that it doesn’t really matter because there’s nothing really to
do, and she would also love to hear how professors are doing

k. Allison asked Kevin if he would share the tunnel metaphor
l. Kevin said during a pause day, he went through the blue ridge tunnel, and when

you get to the top and look down you can see light at the end. 50 feet in he got
disoriented, and he kept on walking and the light at the end would not change and
when he got to the middle he began to panic. After he finished, he realized this is
how it felt to be at the end of covid times. As we get closer to the end it feels
harder than it has been the whole time. He said he would be interested in bringing
it up to the faculty senate as what they could do to restore mental health without
the spring break

m. Philip said he thinks different professors have different approaches, and one of his
professors has created a space to talk about how they’re feeling, and they have
taken off several assignments that were originally on the syllabus, but with other
professors they are trying to keep the year as normal as possible and they do have
goals to meet

n. Allison said in one of the emails sent out, for the three day weekend, she will
heavily suggest not opening a book for any of those days

Meeting ended at 9:28 pm
Recorded by Liz Hoffman


